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Introduction

John Tomlinson is a good writer and knows how to begin an article. As there is no better way of making the point we wish to make at the very start of this book, allow us if you will, to use Tomlinson’s own words on the subject:

To begin with let us agree — on this we can all probably agree — that ‘globalization’ is a rather unsatisfactory term for the phenomena we are attempting to describe and to understand. The reasons why globalization is such an unfortunate word are several. Because it invites overstatement and smacks of an overwhelming tendency to universalize, or at least to over-generalize. Because most of the processes and experiences it describes, though vastly wide and growing in their distribution, are hardly ever actually, literally global in their reach. And therefore because it invites close analysis to point out all the exceptions rather than to see the force of the trajectories involved. And because, as a response to this, the élan of the term quickly becomes dissipated once it is hedged about by necessary qualifications — for instance its general pairing with the opposing tendency to ‘localization’. More significantly, because it seems to many to articulate — and even to distribute and enforce — the dominant cultural, economic and political discourses of the West. But most of all because it has been a victim of its own success: hardly mentioned before 1990, it is now a word, as Zygmunt Bauman (1998, p. 1) says, ‘on everybody’s lips, a fad word fast turning into a shibboleth’. (Tomlinson 2007: 148)

Well said! In this book we intend to provide a survey of much of the main literature which purports, whether explicitly or implicitly, to be about ‘this thing we call globalization’. However, what we want to do with it is quite different. We want to make the claim that globalization is best defined as one particular form of contemporary global change; that much of the literature associated with it is not actually about globalization but about some other process which may or may not be contradictory to it; and that there is an intellectual validity to all of this literature, not within the study of ‘globalization’ because as Tomlinson rightly says this has been plagued with confusion, not least because the term is used differently in different academic disciplines,
but as contributors to alternative paradigms within the interdisciplinary field of global studies.

With this as our goal, we have set ourselves the task of looking at this literature, from across the range of social sciences and related disciplines, in order to ascertain how respective contributions, whether from an anthropologist studying new diverse cultural forms within a locale, a political scientist exploring the dynamics of nation-state interdependence, or an economist praising the virtues of a single market, have sought to define their subject matter. They may or may not have referred to it as ‘globalization’ but what, actually, is the process they are describing? In trying to disentangle these contributions and setting them up as alternative paradigms, we have sought to develop a schema for comparing and contrasting models of global change which do not presume consistency of subject matter, which may in some cases be compatible and in others be entirely contradictory with each other but which, at least, say something worthy of engagement with. To this end we have pulled the term ‘globalization’ out of the metaphorical haystack within which it has got lost and reduced it to a simple definition: as the process of becoming global. This is a surprisingly important if simple and often overlooked point – as a word, if it is to mean anything, that is all this word can mean. It is not a thing in itself. We should not subject it to reification or essentialization, although many do. It ends in the suffix ‘-ization’, suggesting it must be a process, and processes are defined by their end point, which in this case must be ‘the global’. If that much is straightforward, then the questions we need to ask when interrogating such a process are clear-cut. What is it to be ‘global’? How does one measure the extent of this ‘globality’?

‘Globalization’, then, is treated as a process defined by a conception of becoming one world. Much of the literature which is associated with it, though, is not, actually, underpinned by this definition. Rather, it presents, explicitly or implicitly, a different process, the process of becoming something else. In the eight chapters that follow, we survey and interrogate eight different process-models which are presumed within this literature. They do not say the same thing. ‘Liberalization’ refers to the process of becoming liberal, read as the relaxing of borders for the easier flow between states of goods, money, labour, people, ideas, as well as the apparent triumph of the liberal values which advocate this. ‘Polarization’ refers to the process of increasingly apparent division between two extremes, namely, in this case, a rich world and a poor world. ‘Americanization’ refers to the process of becoming American, read as the imposition of American values worldwide through cultural, economic and political-military forms of imperialism. ‘McDonaldization’ is actually used here in a more metaphorical sense than a literal one, to refer to a process through which practices and values become standardized across the world. ‘Creolization’ refers to a process of increasing diversification, of new hybrid forms emerging from the continuous interplay of difference. ‘Transnationalization’ refers to a process of moving
towards a new level, one above the nation-state (but not necessarily global),
read usually in respect of new forms of economic power and political gov-
ernance. ‘balkanization’ refers to a process of increasing division into units
defined (objectively and subjectively) by their respective differences to one
another.

We do not say that in introducing these eight paradigms we have exhausted
all the possible models suggested within this literature. Nor do we say that
they are mutually incompatible, that one has to accept one at the expense of
the others. Rather, there is often much overlap between them and the ‘reality’
of the situation is likely to exist in all of them and none of them at the same
time. Readers should keep this in mind when travelling through this book.
These are models, analytical tools, even Weberian ‘ideal-types’, if you like,
but they are not absolute and fixed articulations of social reality. The world
is far more complex than that, but as social scientists we accept that in order
to best understand the complexity one has to sometimes reduce it to a more
simplistic form.

Part of the project of this volume, then, is to relocate the reading of this
literature away from the unhelpful and almost labyrinthine study of ‘globali-
zation’ and towards the emerging interdisciplinary field of ‘global studies’.
Global studies refers to the ways in which academic knowledge can help
us understand the dynamics of the globe itself, but we need not presume
this is a replacement for, or indeed incompatible with, the more established
study of international relations. The core focus of international relations has
always been the (mainly political and diplomatic) relations of nation-states
to one another, a focus which neither presumes nor precludes any analysis of
the location of such states within a global framework. Sociology, however,
is in a different position, in so far as it is well-recognized that most of the
‘founders’ of sociology in the nineteenth century treated their subject matter –
society – synonymously with the nation-state. If, as Martin Albrow (1990)
suggests, early sociology was ‘universalistic’ in its pretensions to scientific
accuracy regardless of time and place, and later sociologies have been bound
up in specific ‘national traditions’ and problems, and ‘internationalism’ in the
sociological context can refer to the way specific dominant national traditions
were exported and in some cases adapted to local use, then the ‘globalization’
of sociological knowledge brings with it obvious challenges: if the tools of
the sociological trade were honed within a nation-state framework then are
they applicable to the task of engaging with the problem of world society? Anthropol
gists have been faced with an even more difficult task (to which,
it has to be said, they have risen admirably), given that a lot of traditional
anthropology and ethnography has been about local cultures and practices,
and it is dangerously easy to simply present the global as that sweeping tidal
wave which threatens the precious local. Historians are perhaps better placed
to adapt to the demands of global studies, in so far as there is a long-standing
field of global or world history which does not use the nation-state as its cen-
tral unit of analysis, whether associated with the cyclical and civilizational
histories of Toynbee and Spengler or the socialist world histories of someone like Hobsbawm.

The task of global studies, then, is to bring together these and other voices in order to debate the processes and dynamics impacting upon all aspects of modern social life. It incorporates critical voices for whom this fundamental dynamic may not be ‘globalizing’ at all: to engage in global studies does not require one to possess a theory of ‘globalization’. It is also inherently multidisciplinary, and incorporates a range of research areas. Scholars working within global studies are interested in America’s war on terror and in the global marketing and fan base of Manchester United, in the theory and practice of human rights and in the discrepancies in the distribution of wealth and life-chances between North and South, in the democratizing possibilities of global information and communication systems and in migration patterns, labour exchanges and friendship networks.

One might reasonably argue that there is nothing new about ‘global studies’ except the name, and that its history can be traced back long before Marshall McLuhan coined the phrase ‘the global village’, back to the ancients, and to the universalizing presumptions of many of the world’s major religions. Each discipline would no doubt highlight its own historical contribution to this area. We are sure there is much truth in this, but in the current context it is not important. We welcome the publication of a volume ‘Historicizing Global Studies’ as a companion to this one, on Theorizing Global Studies. It would make fascinating reading. But our task is to address a contemporary literature associated with a relatively recent academic development. Perhaps the early signs of this came in the 1960s, but globalization as a contested idea really took off in the 1980s and by the 1990s it had become a ‘buzz-word’ for academics, activists, journalists, politicians, and business-people alike to attach to their respective theories, causes, concerns, policies, or strategies. Its crystallization as a legitimate academic field came in the UK with the establishment of the Global Studies Association (GSA). This was the brainchild of Paul Kennedy, a well-respected sociologist of development at Manchester Metropolitan University who organized a series of conferences on global themes at the turn of the century, from which, in 2000, the GSA was formed. Inspired by this, two years later in Chicago a North American branch of the Global Studies Association was formed, under the auspices of Jerry Harris, which brings together an eclectic blend of academics and activists at its annual conference.

The emergence of global studies exists not only in the imagination of academics. Global studies programmes are fast emerging at universities across North America and Europe. At the University of California at Santa Barbara, the relatively new global studies major has attracted over 700 students, making it the most popular undergraduate major. California State University at Monterey Bay and the University of Wisconsin have both a department of and a programme in global studies on their books. At Freiburg University in Germany, a two-year Master’s programme in global studies is offered in
conjunction with universities in South Africa and India. There are respected academic centres at the University of Minnesota, Johns Hopkins University and Manchester Metropolitan University, to name just three. The reputations of many longer-established centres committed to understanding the dynamics of global interdependence – such as the Braudel Center at the State University of New York, Binghampton, USA, or the Centre for the Study of Globalisation and Regionalisation at Warwick University, UK – speak for themselves. Leading journals, including Theory, Culture and Society, have dedicated much space to discussions of global cultural change, and other interdisciplinary journals, such as Global Networks and Globalizations, have emerged. More recently the Global Studies Network has been established to bring together the many research centres, academic programmes and specific-issue organizations working broadly within the global studies umbrella. Further information on all of the above and far more is easily available by typing ‘global studies’ into any Web search engine.

Clearly, then, global studies has come a long way in a short time. Perhaps its greatest accolade, evidence of its acceptance within the public as well as academic imagination, has been to be subjected to the wrath of the American right-wing commentator Robert David Johnson, who in 2004 saw fit to pen an on-line article attacking the Global Studies Association, the various global studies programmes in the US, and the whole concept of ‘global studies’ which, he argued, uses the language of promoting a necessary ‘global citizenship’ (certainly an interest of global studies) to promote an anti-American left-wing ideology (hardly!) (Johnson 2004).

Given its interdisciplinary origins and reach, it is understandable that there is no clear or single direction within global studies, and different emphases exist in different settings. The early Manchester Metropolitan University conferences focused largely on cultural aspects of global change, with later ones drawing on themes such as human rights and global civil society, reflecting the interests of the GSA’s European members, who are largely drawn from sociology. In North America, by contrast, a stronger activist voice has been heard in debates over global inequalities and labour rights. At the 2004 conference of the GSA (North America), held at Brandeis University, many of the contributors were working within a framework associating current global dynamics with Americanization and neo-imperialism, reflecting the importance of such a framework within the broader global studies field of enquiry (hence the less than favourable comments on the GSA from Johnson). For the European in attendance, it would have seemed striking how little attention was being paid at the time to such debates within the European context; many leading European scholars, such as Leslie Sklair, Saskia Sassen, Ulrich Beck and Anthony Giddens, prefer to operate within what we call in this volume a ‘transnational’ framework.

This observation brings us neatly on to the purpose of this book, namely, theorizing global studies. If we are to accept that global studies has emerged as a significant new field of academic enquiry, how are we to theorize it? Is
there a framework within which we can locate, compare and contrast the key contributors to the new field? If each discipline or field of study is to be defined by its theoretical schools of thought, what does global studies have?

One attempt to provide such a schema has been developed by David Held and his collaborators, presented in their influential book *Global Transformations* (Held et al. 1999), which uses as its core criteria the extent of global change suggested by the different contributors to the debate. Held and his associates divide these key contributions into three camps, the ‘hyper-globalists’, the ‘sceptics’ and the ‘transformationalists’ (a schema that has been uncritically reproduced in countless undergraduate and postgraduate essays ever since). The hyper-globalists are clearly a naive bunch. Their ranks are made up largely of neo-liberal economists (Kenichi Ohmae and the like) who wish to celebrate the extent to which we now live in a fully globalized free market economy, together with social and cultural theorists (Marshall McLuhan and Martin Albrow, for instance) who claim that new technologies have effectively reshaped social relations, bringing about the demise of the restrictive old world and ushering in a new world, a ‘global village’ or ‘global age’. But if these hyper-globalists suffer from naivety, the sceptics suffer from an apparent lack of imagination, and come across as a dour bunch, rather stuck in the past. Sceptics would have us believe that there is ‘nothing new under the sun’, and in some cases that the world today is even less interdependent than it was 100 or so years ago. The sceptics are also a diverse crowd ideologically. Some are in the mould of the Old Left (Paul Hirst and Graham Thompson), others trained in neo-realist or neo-conservative thought more popular with the Right (Samuel Huntington). In between these rather extreme, ideal-typical straw positions stand the transformationalists, who, in the view of Held et al., are champions of reason. Transformationalists accept that the world today is experiencing global change on a rapid scale, but deny that this constitutes any wholly new society or set of social relations; rather, it reconfigures and transforms existing social relations. Into this camp come a wide range of scholars, including Anthony Giddens, James Rosenau, Manuel Castells, Saskia Sassen and, of course, the authors themselves. A comparison of the three positions is presented in the table below:

This model is, of course, quite crude in its basic distinction between those who suggest ‘full change’, those who claim ‘no change’ and those who accept ‘some change’ but within existing frameworks. In fact, we could add a subgroup of the ‘transformationalists’ by singling out a range of contributors, mostly inspired by a blend of neo-Marxism and ‘postmodern’ theory, who set themselves the task of understanding contemporary global cultural and economic processes using a modified Marxian theory back in the late 1980s, many of them part of the ‘New Times’ school associated with the journal *Marxism Today* whose number included such otherwise quite distinct names as Stuart Hall, John Urry and David Harvey. The point of this schema for
us is that these contributors in each grouping are not classified according to ‘standard’ theoretical schools of thought, and in this volume at least are discussed in different chapters because they present a range of different models.

A second possible schema for classifying and contrasting theories of global change, which also defies conventional models of social theory, is to look at the historical context of any such transformation. This approach would distinguish between those who treat the process of contemporary global change (whether they call it ‘globalization’ or not) as a long-term process, which rather than replacing earlier debates around modernization and capitalism and other such driving forces in history should actually be viewed as pre-dating and even driving them, from those who see global transformations in contemporary contexts, as part of a clearly identifiable and recent rupture in the dynamics of history. For all the other differences between them, writers such as Roland Robertson and Immanuel Wallerstein belong to the former camp, while Anthony Giddens, David Harvey and Martin Albrow are among those belonging to the latter. Slightly outside of this distinction we can place those who have resisted treating global change as a single historical event and prefer instead to speak of multiple or competing projects of globalization.

Leslie Sklair’s work is a good example of such an approach, and another is Darren O’Byrne’s application of the Habermasian distinction between ‘system’ and ‘lifeworld’ to the concerns of global studies (O’Byrne 2005). As with the previous system, these names belong, for us, in different chapters. Long-term theorists of global change are not of a like mind when it comes to saying what that process of global change actually is, and neither are those who adopt a more contemporary approach.

Table 0.1  Hyper-globalists, sceptics and transformationalists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hyper-globalists</th>
<th>Sceptics</th>
<th>Transformationalists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globalization defined as...</td>
<td>...reordering of the framework of human action</td>
<td>...internationalization and regionalization</td>
<td>...reordering of inter-regional relations and action at a distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalization driven by...</td>
<td>...capitalism and technology</td>
<td>...states and markets</td>
<td>...combined forces of modernity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalization results in...</td>
<td>...a global civilization, a global free market economy</td>
<td>...regional blocs, state-controlled internationalization, possible clash of civilizations</td>
<td>...greater global interconnectedness and the transformation of world political institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation-state power is...</td>
<td>...declining or eroding</td>
<td>...reinforced or enhanced</td>
<td>...reconstituted or restructured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Adapted from Held et al. (1999: 10).
A third system we might apply would perhaps be more familiar to the reader, in so far as it would draw on the distinctions commonly used within most social science subjects. This would focus on the root causes of global change – capitalism, the state, values and so on. In this schema, we can go back to some of the founders of the social sciences as sources of inspiration – Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim, Max Weber and Adam Smith, for instance. Each of these writers was concerned with understanding and to some extent explaining the sweeping social transformations of the nineteenth or early twentieth centuries, and while their gazes were all locked on the same processes and transformations per se – the shift from a feudal to a capitalist economy, the shift from local, community-based social relations to more specialized, urban-based ones, the increasing centralization of political power, the growth of industrial technology and so on – each presented a different foundational explanation for these changes. For Marx, it was the economic dimension, the change to a capitalist mode of production, albeit understood in a directly politicized fashion, that mattered most, and from which all other processes derived. For Durkheim, the explanation lay more in the realm of socio-cultural activity, changing ways of life, patterns of social solidarity and social relations. For Weber, the increasing dominance of an instrumentally rational way of doing things, a formal and bureaucratic system of administration which gave rise to the nation-state and its associated legal and political institutions, was crucial, thus paving the way for a tradition of political-cultural, or institutional, analysis. For Smith, the economic dimension was inseparable from an ethical dimension of values derived from basic human nature. These founders of modern social science thus gave us the tools to help us understand social change. Theorists of global studies, as with all subsequent social sciences, have developed those tools to suit their field of study. There is almost nothing else to unite the approaches of Immanuel Wallerstein, Leslie Sklair and David Harvey, for example, except that they all acknowledge a debt to Marx, in that they seek to theorize global transformations within the changing dynamics of the capitalist economy. Roland Robertson, however, focuses on the experience of the world as ‘one place’ and thus on cultural patterns and ways of life, acknowledging the influence of Durkheim upon his work. Writers as diverse as Martin Albrow, George Ritzer, John Meyer, Robert Gilpin and Samuel Huntington all owe a debt to Weber, utilizing his wide range of analytical tools and theoretical propositions, including the role of the nation-state in framing the modern age (for Albrow), the process of rationalization associated with the centralized nation-state (for Ritzer), the cultural analysis of political institutions (Meyer), the centrality of the nation-state in the international political arena (for Gilpin), or the inevitability of conflict between competing interest groups (for Huntington). In contrast to such ‘realists’, Smith’s liberal agenda from the nineteenth century provides the impetus for the likes of Kenichi Ohmae and Francis Fukuyama, who take it in distinct but associated directions. Yet again, this classification system is convenient but not definitive. Just taking those who are ‘Marxian’
as an example, we will see that the contributions of Wallerstein, Harvey and Sklair say very different things indeed within the context of global studies, and so are dealt with in different chapters of this book.

We leave it to the reader to use her or his preferred method of classifying the different theories contained herein. In doing so no doubt they will be influenced by the standard classification systems used within their disciplines – sociologists would look for Marxist, Weberian or Durkheimian traditions, international relations scholars would distinguish between realist, liberal and Marxist approaches and so on. Before global studies can develop its own range of theoretical schools of thought, it needs to have a clear idea about its own subject matter. This book is intended to be a contribution to that project. We thus present, as a central argument within the growing field of global studies, an overview of eight different processes which frame the theoretical and analytical writings of these different and noteworthy scholars. We leave it to the reader to map the similarities and differences of key names across the chapters, and in the conclusion we will endeavour to pull some of these themes together.
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